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1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
Let (Q, d, P) be a probability space and 1 <s< co. YS denotes the 
system of all d-measurable X: Q +[w with /lXll,< co where IlXl/.= 
(J/XI”@)“” for 1 <SC co and IIXIj,=inf{c>O: 1x1 <c P-a.e.}. Let 
X, E 2Z3, n E N, be a sequence of independent and identically distributed 
(i.i.d.) random variables with variance cr2 > 0. Put s,* = l/J%, 
C;= ,(I, - P[X,]), where P[X,] = { X, dP. If g E Zr, denote 
d,(g, a(X1, . . . . X,)) := inf{ 11 g - goI/ 1: g, is 0(X,, . . . . X,)-measurable}. 
Denote by @ the standard normal distribution as well as its distribution 
function in [w. 
In this paper we give conditions which guarantee that 
IPC(f~SX) 81 -@Cfl m1t = w-1’2) 
for suitable functions f and g. For g E 1 this was one of the central 
problems of probability theory. Results of the above kind have been proven 
for g E 1, essentially for three types of functions f; namely 
(a) f= lc-m,rl, fcR 
(b) f is smooth and bounded, 
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(c) fis smooth and fulfills certain growth conditions, e.g., f(x) = IX/~ 
or f(x) = xp. 
(The “smoothness” condition in (c) has been weakened strongly in [4] to a 
“smoothness condition in mean.“) 
For general functions g there exist corresponding results for functions S 
of type (a) and type (b) (see [l, 21). In this paper we give results for 
functions f of type (c) (see Theorem 3 and the corollaries). The methods 
used in this paper are different from the methods use in [I, 21; they are 
more direct and seem to be more natural. 
Theorem 3 of this paper yields for instance 
(i) If X, E YS, s > 3, and g is a bounded density of a ~-measure 
with respect o P such that 
d,(g, 0(X,, . ..) X,)) = O(n-“2(lg rp2), 
then 
IQclxFI”I - @cl4”ll =wn-1’2) 
for all 1 < p d s. 
(ii) If X, E YS, s > 4, and g E 6p, is a density of a p-measure 
respect o P such that 
d,(g, 4X1, ..‘> x,))=O(nP”2(1gM)-‘“-“‘2), 
then 
IQC~OXFI - @CflI = W-“21 
for each p-times differentiable f with bounded pth derivative, p < s - 1. 
2. THE RESULTS 
The following concept of functions of order p is basic for this paper. 
1. DEFINITION. f: R -+ R is a function of order Q (p 2 1) if 
If(x8-ScY)l~c I~-Yl~~+l~lp~l+lYlp--l~~ x, yER 
with some suitable constant c. A function of order 1 is usually called a 
Lipschitz function. 
The following remark gives important examples for functions of order a. 
2. Remark. (a) If f: R -+ R is p-times differentiable (p E N) wit 
bounded pth derivative, then f is a function of order p. 
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(b) Iff(x) = lxlp for some 1 < p E [w or f(x) = xp for some 1 d p E N, 
then f is a function of order p. 
ProoJ: For (a) use Taylor expansion; (b) is trivial. 
The following theorem is the main result of this paper. Example 4 
and the discussion below show that the assumptions of Theorem 3 are 
essentially optimal. 
3. THEOREM. Let X,, E ZJ, n E N, be i.i.d. with positive variance. Let 
g E Yr andf: R + [w be a function of order p. Assume that 
d,(g, 4X,, . ..> X,)) = O(n-‘12(lg n)-“12) 
for some p 3 p with ji > 3. Then 
(I) jP[(fo S,*) g] - P[fo S,f] P[g]l = O(C”~) and 
W) IPC(f~W 81 -@Cfl n-gll = w-1’2) 
ifr>(s-2)/(s-33, l<p<((r-l)/r)sfor 3<s<co, or r=co, l<p<s 
for s=3. 
ProoJ: It suffices to prove (I). Relation (II) follows from (I), since by 
Theorem 1 of [4] 
Ip[fos~]-6)[f]l=o(n-"2~ 
Let w.1.o.g. P[X,] = 0, P[X:] = 1. There exist a(X,, . . . . X,)-measurable 
functions g, such that 
PC/g-g,l]=d,(g,o(X, ,..., XV))<cv-“2(lgv)-p’2. 
Let N,={2’:iEN} andput 
h, = g,, k = gv - gv,, for VENT, v>4. 
(1) 
By (1) we have 
P[lh,l] ,<c~-“~(lg v))~“, VEN,. 
Put N,= {vEN,:v<n/2} andj(n)=maxN,. Then for all nB4 
g=g-gj(n)+ C hv- 
Hence it suffices to prove 
(A) IPCf 0 S,*(g - gicn,)l - Rf 0 S,*l PCg - gjdl = W-“2), 
(B) x:~~N,(p[(f’Sn*) &I - fTf~S,*l PCh,l)= O(n-“2). 
Ad (A). As f is a function of order p, we have 
(2) 
f(~,*)=f(o)+~X~(~,*,O) with lR(S,*, 0)l dc(1 + IS,*l”-‘). 
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Hence we have to prove that 
lPCxFNS,*, O)(g- ‘QJI -P[S,*R(S,*, O)l a- gj(,t)l/ = w-“2). 1,3B 
We have that 
lPCS,TR(S,*, 011 mz- &,)I 
<c(P[lS,*l + IS,*l”l p[Ilg-gj(n)ll)= 
where the last relation follows from (11) and 
suP(Ils,*II, + IlXllpF a; 
nsiw 
Observe that p <s and j(n) > n/4 for sufficiently large n. 
Furthermore we have with A, = { IS,*\ 2 J-j and b/r’ + l/r = I: 
lfTS,*NS,*, ON- gjcn,)ll 
~a-(IXI + ml”) lg-gg,,n,/l 
d c(lg n) p’2 pclg-gj,n,l1 n +cI,~ ISZIp lg-gj,n,l dp 
(5) O(n-“2)+cn-P’2P[!SnIP 1,” lg-g,(,,jl 
and hence by the inequality of Holder 
6 O(fa-1’2)+cn-p’2 II IsAp 1,4,11r’ l/~-~j(~)l/r 
,& O(n - 1’2) + cn - P12n(P-~s-al~‘~/2 /IgIl, (+<+, qn-LQ), 
where (t) follows from (Fl) (see end of the proof) and Lemma 8, and 
(+ + ) follows as Y > (s - 2)/(s - 3) implies (s-2)/r’ 3 1. 
Together with (4) we consequently obtain (3) and hence (A). 
). Since f is a function of order p we have 
with 
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Let 352” = 0(X,, . . . . X,) and v <II. As h, is dV-measurable, and hence 
independent from S, - S,, we have 
y&2m”Ip I~,ll+cLP[ls,h,~] +c’-- 
6 & (lg $2. 
Since C,, NI l/(lg v)~‘~ < co, we obtain (B) from Formula (F2). 
It remains to prove (Fl ) and (F2). 
(Fl) (IAn IS,,IY.r’dP)1’r’~cn(q~(“~2)‘r’M2, 1 <q<p, where A,= 
(IS;1 >Je} and l/r’+ l/r= 1. 
(F2) W’2 EYE Nn P[lS,l” lh,l] = O(n-“2), 1 <q < p. 
Proof of (Fl ). We have-using Lemma 9-where c is a general 
constant 
s ISnlq” dP= ((s- 1) n Ig n)(4”)‘2 An s I s,* v’ dp An Jw 
< c(n lg n)(q”)‘2 1 P{ IS,* I 3 k”(“‘) de} 
kcN 
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< cnw’-(“-2))/* + c(n lg n)v’/2 & 
(i-J 
< cnk/“-(s-2)v2 
, > 
where the inequality ( + ) follows, as p < S(I - 1 j/l implies s/(qv’) 2 1. 
Proof oj’ (F2). The case s = 3 and q = 1 follows similarly as formula 
(I 5) in the proof of Theorem 2 of [I]. Let therefore s > 3 or q > 1. We have 
by Holder 
where 6,(v) = l/(lg v)’ with y > 1 and 6,(v) = 1 for q > 1. ence (Fi) and 
Lemma 8 imply 
& c 
nql* 
v (q- 1)/2qv) +L c V(q-w2)/r’J/2 
VEN, 
&* 
VEN, 
As (s - 2)/r’ Z 1, we have for q> 1 that CyENnv(Y-(S-2)‘r’)‘2~ 
c VEN” v’~-‘)‘~ = Q(Iz(~-“‘~). If q = 1 and hence s > 3 then (S - 2)/r’ > I an 
therefore C,, EN t! v(q- (‘~ ‘)v)‘~ = O( 1). Consequently (7) implies (F2). 
The preceding theorem has been proven (for S> 3) under the three 
conditions 
(i) dlk, 4x1, . . . . X,)) = O(n-“2(lg n)-“‘2), p > 3 and p > p, 
(ii) l<p<((r--l)/r)s, 
(iii) Y > (S - 2)/(s - 3). 
The following discussion shows that neither condition (i) nor condition (ii) 
can be weakened and that in (iii) we have to asume at least 
Y b (s - 2)/(s - 3). 
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Example 4 below shows that we have to assume in (i) both p > 3 and 
p> p. Condition (ii) is “necessary” to guarantee the integrability of 
(fo ,S,X) g. Since f~ S,* E 9s,p and g E Y*, we have to assume that l/(s/p) + 
l/r< 1, i.e., 1 ,<pG ((r- l)/r)s. 
A slight modification of Example 5 of [2]-with f(x) =x-shows that 
for each r < (s - 2)/(s - 3) the approximation order @n-112) of our 
Theorem can be destroyed by a suitable g E sr. Hence we have to assume 
r>(s--2)/(s-3). 
Similar considerations show that for the case s = 3 the corresponding 
three conditions are optimal. 
Condition (i) has a different structure for the cases p > 3 and p 6 3. If we 
assume, e.g., that 
4k, 4X,? . ..> X,)) = 0(n-i’2(lg n)-3’2), 
then the proof of the preceding theorem shows that for 1~ p < 3 
Example 4 shows that this convergence order cannot be improved. 
4. EXAMPLE. This example shows that even for i.i.d. standard normally 
distributed X,*, y1 E N, and bounded g, the condition 
d,(g, o-1, . . . . X,)) = O(n - ‘/2(lg n) -@‘2) (*I 
does not imply 
IP[fo &%I - fT.f~ S,*l ml1 = Im~ml- w-l mll= w-1’2) 
ifp=3 orji-cp. 
For the case p= 3 we choose f(x) = x, for the case p< p we choose 
f(x) = sgn(x) IX/~. In both cases we have @[f] = 0 and hence we have to 
choose a bounded g, fulfilling (*), such that the sequence 
an:=JYzP[foS,*g], rzEb.4 
is unbounded. 
Let p = 3. Since X, are standard normally distributed it is easy to see 
that there exist disjoint sets B, E a(X,, . . . . XV) with 
and J’(k) =--$ (lg v)-~‘~, vav,. 
Put g= 1, with B=CVaVO B,. Then for n>v, 
4(g, 4X1, . ..> xn))G c P(k)= 1 ’ v3’2(lg v)3” = O(n -l’2(lg n) -3’2) Y>” Y>n 
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and with f(x) = x 
1 S,dP= f s S,dP 
,r=yo Bu v= v,, Bv 
Let p < p. Since X,, n E N, are standard normally d~$tr~buted there exist 
disjoint sets B, E a(X,, . . . . X,), v E N 1, such that 
and P(B,,) =--$ (lg v)-““, Y,dVENj,. 
Put g= 1, with B=CVOGYEN, B,. Then for n>v, 
4t.s 4x1, . . . . X,))< c P(B,)=Q(n~‘12(lgn)~“‘2) 
N,SV>E 
and with f(x) = sgnfx) 1x1 pfor all n E N 1 
a,=& 1 j sgn(S,*)IS,*lPdP 
ry,<vt~, 6 
sgn(S,*) IS,*/pdP>c&(lgn)p’2P( 
= c(lg n)(p-fl)‘2 z 00, 
where (+ ) follows from 
s sgn(S,*) IS,“lp dP>O for all vO < v E N i B,, 
which can be seen by direct computation. 
5. COROLLARY. Let X,E 2?s, no N, be i.i.d. bvith positive variance and 
s > 4. Let g E Zs be a density of a p-measure Q with respect to P and assume 
that 
d,(g, 0(X,, . . . . X,))=O(n-1/2(lgn)~‘“-‘1”). 
Then for allpER% with 1 <p<s-1 
lQcl~,*l”1- @clxl”ll = an-1’2)> 
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andfor allpe N with 1 <p<s- 1 
lQ[(S,*)p] - @[x”]l = O(n-“*). 
ProoJ: We have p :=s- 1 and b > p. Furthermore r :=s > 
(s-2)/(s-3),and l<p<s(r-l)/rfor l<pds-l.Moreoverf(x)=IxlP, 
respectively f (x) = xp, are functions of order p (see Remark 2b). Hence the 
assertion follows from Theorem 3, using P[g] = 1. 
6. COROLLARY. Let X, ETA’,, nE N, be i.i.d. with positive variance and 
s > 4. Let g E YS be a density of a p-measure Q with respect o P and assume 
that 
d,(g, 4X,, . . . . X,)) = O(n-“2(1g ,)-+r)‘*). 
Let f be a p-times differentiable ,function with bounded pth derivative, where 
p<s- 1. Then 
ProoJ: Direct consequence of Theorem 3 and Remark 2a. 
The next corollary is an extension of a result of [2] from bounded to 
arbitrary Lipschitz functions. 
7. COROLLARY. Let X,, E YS’,, n E N, be i.i.d. with positive variance. Let 
g E Yr be a density of Q with respect to P and assume that 
d,(g, &,)= O(n~1’2(lgn)~(3’2+E)) for some E>O. 
Then we have for each Lipschitz function f 
IQ[foS~]-@[f]l=0(n-1!2) 
ifr>(s--2)/(s--3)fors>3andr=cofors=3. 
Proof: Direct consequence of Theorem 3. 
For the sake of completeness we cite the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 8 is Lemma 5 of [2], Lemma 9 is proven in [3]. 
8. LEMMA. Let 1 < r Q co and g E Yr. Let A& c A! be a sub-o-field and g, 
a dO-measurable function with /lg- goIll = dl(g, ~4~). Then IIg,//,<2 llgll,. 
9. LEMMA. Let X,, E TS’,, n E N, s 3 3 be i.i.d. with mean 0 and variance 1. 
Then there exist constants cl and c2 such that for t 3 ,/e 
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